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Entrance Requirements
May Be Raised at SJS
sTES’E CHELL
Younger brothers and sisters of
present-day SJS students may be
forced to travel a steeper and
much rougher road to California
state colleges than have current
enrollees.
For now being discussed by the
State College Board of Trustees
IA a proposal to raise entrance requirements at all 16 of the state
colleges.
But, according to Dr. John W.
Gilbaugh, dean of the college, the
plan is simply "under study" and
so uncertain that anything
concerning the plan is pure speculation."
State College Chancellor Buell
G. Gallagher predicted last week
before the trustees that it would
be at least five years before a
standardized system of admisson
-riirements would he available
. use inn the state colleges.
Gallagher, and various trustees,
did speculate, however, that the
requirements would be much
tougher than those now being
used.
Why not raise the grade point
average requirement for incoming
freshmen? It’s not that easy, ac.
cording to SJS Vice-president
v:Iliam J. Dusel.
We don’t want to simply raise
tile grade point average because
this would decrease the number
of male applicants disproportionately," he said. "The grade average of males in high school is
generally quite lower than those of
females."
What ARE some of the problems
facing the trustees in their decision-making?
Dr. Gilhaugh submits that, of
ow 16 state colleges, "some have
different goals from otherss.me attract a different type student."
And Gallagher told the trustees
that "the admission processes
must he geared to the student and
to the curriculum alike."
Gallagher also stated that requirements for a man studying
engineering and for a man planning to teach industrial arts should
not he identical, otherwise harm
would he done to both the student
and to the college.
SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist
InS17 before the hoard and explained that there were 39 clas.ses
in English A, known to most
people as "bonehead" English.
Remarking that six per cent of
the students at SJS were flunked

WASIIINGTON
(UPI)
In
striking down Speaker Sam Rayburn. cancer appeared yesterday
Iii have dealt a crippling blow to
Presirknt Kennedy’s liberal legislative program.
The young President is losing
his most powerful congressional
ally one whose backing made
the
difference in the nip-and -tuck victories scored by the "New Frontier" in cc powerful conserve t ive
twee, in the House this year.
FREE-FOR-ALL
"Mr Sam" hospitalized in Dallas with incurable
cancer -is the
’me man in Congress that Kennedy eould least afford to
lose.
The election of Ft new speaker
will plunge House Democrats into
their first free-for-all fight for
their party leadership in nearly
three decades. How soon this
hapPens will depend on Rayburn’s
wishes. Al any event, the issue
will not he put to
a vote before
Congress reconvenes in January.
MeCogMACK THE FAVORITE
At this point Rep. John W. Mcf’,irmark. Mass.. Democratic floor
ksider. has more hacking for the
Post than any of the half a dozen
miners who are potential candidates.
But all the available evidence
Indicates that while McCormack

End ’Childish

Student Put
On Probation
For Stealing
mein lllll violation of Ilic
ASH Judiciary, Pres. John T.
Wahlquist announced that an
SJS student, arraigned before
the Judiciary last Tuesday on
a shoplifting charge, will he put
on probation for the remainder of
the current semester.
The student, who admitted taking a plastic zipper hag selling for
49 cents from the Spartan bookstore without paying, will also
work an hour a day for a month
on the campus.
Stanley C. Benz, dean of students. and Joe Stroud. chief
justice, said the assignment would
serve as a continual reminder that
such action would not be tolerated
on the campus.
More than that, Dean Benz said
this would be an opportunity for
the student to put his Lime to a
more constructive use.
At the Judiciary’s first session
last Tuesday, the student said. "I
realize it was a mistake and I’m
sorry I did it."
The incident occurred on Tuesday. Sept. 26, in the Spartan bookstore. The student said he had
just finished paying for $12 to $13
worth of books when he put the
plastic zipper hag into his pocket.
1,111

is the favorite, he doesn’t have
the job clinched.
OTHER CONTENDERS
Other potential contenders are
Reps. Carl Albert, Okla.: Albert
Rains, Ala.: Francis F.. Walter,
Pa.: Richard F3olling. Mo.. and
Wilbur D. Mills, Ark. Hale Boggs,
Lao also has been mentioned.
No matter who is finally chosen,
he will be unable to bring to the
postthe power and influence which
Rayburn acquired during his record-sinashin tenure and which he
exerted with telling effect this
year on behalf of the New Frontier.
OUTLOOK APPEARS GRIM
Even before the had news came
from Dallas the legislative outlook for Kennedy next year looked
grim. The new problems of the
change-over in leadership could
prove disasterous.
The speaker - an American in.
vent ion --uniquely combines the ju
dicial powers of the House’s pre.
siding officer with the partisan
leadership of the majority party.
By custom. a speaker is expected
to use his vast judicial powers
In pushing the legislative program
of the majority party.
The job pays 643.000 a year,
same as the vice presidency. In
Washington social protocol. it
ranks third behind the vice president. Actually, its powers are second only to those exercised by the
President.

No. 9

Actions

Capt. Westerhouse Says Control
Of Vandalism Needs Tightening

last spring and that another nine
per cent were put on academic
probation, Wahlquist also asked
if a change in admissions policy
is necessary.
And, if educators and administrators weren’t already puzzled
and panicked over the situation.
Secretary of Welfare Abraham
Ribicoff whipped them again last
week at a meeting of the American Council on Education.
"I don’t think you really care
about education, or are going to
do anytning about it," he told the
delegation of approximately 1000
college presidents and deans.
But, whether it becomes a "get
tough" policy, or simply a mass of
trivial changes in the state college
entrance requirements, it seems a
certainty that there will be some
alterations.

Cancer Strikes Rayburn
Cripples New Frontier’
Fly i’INCENT .1. 111 It St:
United Prevoi International

Before N.A. 3. Korean wise
seterans. under bill PL iII, and
%Amid nor I: orphans., under 1411
635, ..1101114 report to the s
era’’s of foreign tsar office on
campus.
Because of delay cheeks will
not he Issued until Nos. 20th,
according to Mars Simon. svteran’s coordinator.

Its
slit LTE
is point of view
A mo.,
will be taken to control student
vandalism, according to Capt.
James J. Westerhouse of the San!
Jose fire department.
"The city will be within its
rights, for example." he said. "to
hold offenders accountable for injuries to firemen and to damages
to city equipment.
"This is something that hasn’t
been done often so far," he said.
"but we will hold individuals ac-

SIGNING JOINT RESOLUTION, President Kennedy sets up a
Woodrow Wilson Memorial commission to formulate plans for
permanent memorial to the late President. Mrs. Wilson is seated
beside the President. Girl in back is Jesse Sayre, 12, great granddaughter of Wilson. Ceremony was held in White House.

Student Council
Adopts New Way
To LabelBills
A new bill procedure modeled
after the system used in the U.S.
Congress has been adopted by the
SJS Student Council.
Each bill introduced at Student
Council meetings will be given
triple designation: a number, a
descriptive title and the name or
names of the council member or
members that introduced it.
For example: if Barney Dea.:
and Steve Frohling. junior rept,
sentative, introduced a hill related
to the campus parking proble::
It would receive a number and,
addition, be called the Camp:.
Parking bill and the Deasy-Froh.
ling bill.
In the past, the only designation given a bill was a number.
The purpose of the hill reform
is two-fold, according to Dick It.
Dodson, council Activities Adviser.
First, it will promote a greater
sense of responsibility on the part
of council members since their
names will be attached to any
legislation they sponsor.
Secondly. and perhaps even more
important, the new system will
make it easier for the student body
to keep track of what their elected representatives are doing.

Frosh Meet
For Class Talks
Tomorrow in the convert hall of .
the music building. the freshman .
class
will met al 3:3 p.m’
Students are urged to attend for
the activities of the semester will,
be discussed and questionnaires for
class office seekels will be dist rib-

Ducats for Sale
sssistant Director of Athletics Jerry Vroorn ban asked that
all students be reminded to purchase tickets prior to the San
Jose-Stanford .football game next
Saturday at the Student Affairs
Rosiness Office In Tower Hall.
VW Tickets are priced at $1.
Vroon" further indicated that
student body cards svill not be
honored at the game, since all
tickets must iw purchased in
advance.

Art Department
Accepts Japanese
Ceramic Bottle
Dr. Herbert H. Sanders. professor of ceramic art at SJS. recently accepted. for the department, a Bison bottle presented by
the president of the San Jose
Chamber of Commerce.
The mayor of Okayama. Japan.
had presented the ceramic wolk to
the Chamber of Commerce. The
Chamber felt the work would be
better plared at the college. as San
Jose has no art gallery. SJS is
known for its ceramics department.
The ceramic bottle comes from
a small village called Hines just
outside Okayama. This particular
kind of ceramic has been produced
by a single family for over 1000
years.
It WAS created by Toyo Kaneshige. the’ 76th generation of the
Kimeshige is one of Japan’s
few "Living National Treasures."
The concept of "National Tress uses" was introdueed in Japan in
the 1930’s in the performing arts
of Japan, such as are represented
by Kabuki actors. Noto players,
various potters, weaveis and jewel.
ens.

uted.
There are only rite i.otters in all
Tuesday of next week, the 17th , of Japan designated .,. I :, mg Naof October. those students who tional Treasures
took questionnaires will be asked’
to speak before the freshman stn.’
dents. These potential candblates Deadline on Friday
will be asked what their alms in
For February Graduates
office still he and what possiblv
f,:
t,
plans they may have for the coming year.
,h 2, 1962, graduation is Friday.
Appointments for graduation in terviews are now being taken In
the registrar’s office. Adm102, annotinere Georgene Meerel gradualion clerk.

S.F. Schools Ask
For Applications

Students interested in pia; c
with San Francisco city
as elementary teachers or instructors of the mentally retarded may
apply for interviews before Oct..
30, in Adm234 Mrs. Dale Harris,
supervisor of placement, said yes-’
terday.
Examinations will be given Not.
4, 13:30 am., at Mission high 1
school, 1Sth and Delores sts.. San
Francisco.

AIS Members Meet
In E118 Tonight at 7
All Assoviated Independent Students who ale living in approved
housing are urged to attend a
meeting tonight in E118 at 7
o’cliwk. Robert Baron, housing cowill dismiss pertinent
Mimeos,
ideas for the coming year’s pro.
gram.

ountable. ton 1a,
,stid
inal actions, for the damages
which result from false alarms
and other harrassment or intentional attacks." he added.
"No one objects to the commitment of men and fire equipment
for a real emergency." Captain
Westerhouse noted.
FIREMEN INJURED
"But we do resent the fact that
some character will ridicule firemen and throw rocks at them."
he said, referring to the pre-

firemen were slightly injured by
tossed stones.
’These acts HIV the marks of
children. For *gisown-ups’ to act
like this is beyond understanding,"
he said.
Captain Westerhouse also expressed concern for bystanders.
-They can innocently be sucked
into a riot and injure themselves
or others," he pointed out.
HAMPER EMERGENCY AID
A crowd of fire spectators also
have hampered other emergency
first aid.
"During a recent fire, a woman
two blocks away from the blaze
suffered an asthma attack." Captain Westerhouse said.
, "But the mulling crowds prohibited trucks from driving
through," he added.
doomed
preserve5501
,if
thy
it is’
By DI( K \tt:ST
Because the rescue equipment
tion in the Smithsonian’s national in the immediate area &add not
United Press International
pass through the mulling crowd.
WASHINGTON (UPI tOne of collection of odds and ends.
! the nicer things about living in PHILOSOPHY CONTRIBUTION equipment from the main fire staAs far as I know, however, it tion 19 blocks away was used.
the nation’s capital is that you
sometimes get a feeling of being didn’t help the hog market any.; -That woman pulled through
The purse, resting on a white i O.K.." the captain said.
close to historymaybe even too
satin pillow of the type used to
"But what it it were a child
close.
display a queen’s crown, was pre- choking instead what would have
I had such a feeling Wednesday
the Smithsonian by Ray- been his chances for survival?"
when I dropped by the Smithson- sented to
mond Stevens, current president he asked.
ian Institute to witness a cereHow can these things be conof the company founded by Little.
mony that shall he forever stored
-He said the purse represented trolled?
in my treasure chest of memories.
USE COMMON SENSE
more than just a chemical gimSome day I will be able to tell mick. He called it a contribution
Individuals can help by using
there
my grandchildren that I was
1their common sense and trying to
to philosophy.
the day the Smithsonian enshrined
After the tsitioony, I went up stay out of this firemen’, way.
the first silk purse ever made from to Stevens and asked the obvious I "The vandals are in the minority
a sow’s ear.
question: Is it now cherntentlyi but such a group can place a
TRIVIALITY?
possible to make a sow’s ear out stigma on the entire college and
Istudent body
To a person who didn’t know of a silk purse?
that the
squite
ei
feet
"W e
any better, this might sound like
Stevens was nice about it. He
control
t
an occasion of transcendent triv- I said scientists are indeed experi- school
lathy. Fie on such scoffers! The I menting with the artificial produe- and abolish those sort of acts."
accomplishment marked an im- lion of living tissues. But he said he said.
"Administrators are making an
I portant milestone on the onward It may be a million years before
. earnest effort to abolish that sort
and upward march of science.
they can duplicate a sow’s ear .
, Nowadays, of course, scientific
I think that also is a contribu- of thing," the captain noted.
"The penalties being imposed.
miracles are commonplace. But 40 tion to philosophy. It gives us all
however don’t seem to be strain years ago, things were different. something to look forward to
In those days, people went arour
till:, I,II .51 I
NDAL8
telling each other that "you c ,
: qudly come
make a silk purse out of a soy.’s
to a close if offenders were thrown
car." What is more. they believed
out of school- like had apples in
it.
a bunch of good ones.
One day somebody said this
"Any acts against emergency
Arthur D. Little, who ran a so:
s
"lions should he dealt with firmly
research cgmpany in Cambridi.;.
i,sen the dean’s office." Captain
Mass.
girls! If you wi,. \’ esterhouse said
At
"In a pig’s eye you can’t," Lit"It would have a sobering eftle replied, or words to that effect. born in a cotton-producing state,
feel.- he stressed
and
that
includes
California,
you
PIG EARS
"The punishment won’t he inare eligible to enter the California
In less time than it takes for a
:.turotis to the student hotly or th.
contest.
Cotton
Maid
of
hog to answer the dinner bell.
Candidates must be between the schn^l:
Little had sent off to a slaughter
"On the c,intrary, it would
ages of 19 and 25 as of Dec. ’28.
house for an order of sow’s ears.
help." he added.
erle.hasatve5
befts,stn.
Then he put his men to work 5196inle.hSeshetamllusatndbeneavt:
There are approximately 126
transforming them into silk.
schools in the San Jose area which
married.
There is no need for me to deThe selection of the 1962 Cali - are below the college level." the
scribe the chemical process by
fornia Maid of Cotton will take captain said.
which they accomplished this. You
- We must realize that the
place in Fresno on Nov. 10. The
and I couldn’t understand it any- winner from- Califernia represents, Yyounger generation looks toward
way. Suffice to say they did make the state in the national contest the college student and follows
a silk purse.
which takes place Dec. 28 in Mx example.
To tell you the truth, it looks Tennexsee.
’lf this is the type of example
purse.
a
than
bowtie
a
more like
Applications and further intim-- presented to the younger genera
all
the
to
hold
It wouldn’t begin
matron are in the activities office. tion, so hat can we expect in the
junk that women cart around these Adm242. Entries must he corn- "ire
days.
Meted and mailed to Fresno not
But it is credited with arousing later than Oct.
public interest in industrial research, which has since become
$1:1 billion industry. Therefore, Meeting To Discuss

Silk Purse From Ear
Of Sow Is Triumph

Applications Here_
For Candidates
In Cotton Contest

Law Aptitude
Test Scheduled

Dedication of Art
Bldg. Sculpture
Set for Today

Variety Show Plans
an.
Planning for Revelries
nual musical spring variety show.
starts Thursday when the student ’
planning board meets at 4:30 p.m
in SD212.
Sandra L. Reese, hoard chan man, asked students interested in
working as production directors
and script writers to attend the
meeting which will also set the
opening date for the show.
.
Miss Reese, last year’s scenery ,

nit., la,
school next fall should arrange to
take the Law School Aptitude test
during the current school year, advises Dr. Theodore M. Norton,
assistant professor of political science and pre -legal ads iser.
The test, required for admission
to most law schools, will he given director, said the board would try
at Stanford university and the Uni- to produce a script show if a large
versity of California at Berkeley staff sign.s up.
She asked that students interon Nov. 18. 1961 and Feb. 10,
ested in appearing in the producApril ’28 and Aug. 4, 1962.
ApplieatIons and further infor- tion phone her at CYpress 7-8723
mation may he obtained in the or talk with Dr. Theodore J. Halpolitical science office, CH211. gooyen, associate professor of
Deadline for applications for the speech, show adviser, or Kenneth
Nov. 18 test is Nov. 4, Applications R. porst, assistant professor of
should be sent to the Educational speech, technical adviser, in the
’Speech and Drama building.
Testing service, Princeton. NJ.

I .44.11t.1,
.1
sculp
ture adorning the facade of SJS
art building will Is. at 12.30 this
afternoon.
ASH President Brent Davis will
present a plaque. commemorating
both the sculpture and student
efforts to bring an art project to
the campus, to Warren W. Faus.
head of the Art department
The sculptors, by Roger Halomey of Oakland. was chosen in a
$1300 competition sponsored last
spring by ASH.
Gordon Woods director of the
San Francisco Art institute. is
, scheduled to speak at the dedica,ion
All students are invited to attend the ceremony in the Art
(quad’ according to Davis Approximately 200 chairs will be set up
to accommodate the audience.
Davis added.

Monday. October 9. 1961

ISPARTAN DAILY

-0- Thrust and Parry

Editorial

A Written Language?
For a number of years. an increasing problem in the Calicosnia state college system has been what 10 do with the student
who is potentially capable of doing college work. yet who lacks
re fundamental skills necessary to being
proficiency in one or
a student.
As an indication of the seriousness of the situation. SJS
Pres. John T. Wahlquist took the problem before the State
College Board of Trustees last week. asking the hoard members
why SJS must now accommodate 39 classes of remedial English. and if. because of the percentage of dropouts and students
on probation. entrance standards ought to be raised.
to bringing the matter before the Board memIn addir
ahlquist has established a factilt%-adininistrahers, President
to -explore the ads antages and disadvantages
the
of a separate Department of Remedial Instruct’ , with a ape-

cial staff to handle sub-college level courses."
Headed by Dr. Glenn Reed. assistant head of the English
department. the committee has, in other words, been assigned
the chore of pulling the remedial work out of the respective
depart ments.
That the sub-college level courses have constituted a burden
on the various departments, especially thefEnglish department,
is, of course. no secret.
The courses have drawn instructors fully qualified to teach
advanced courses into a level of instruction that reaches, sometimes, as low as sixth grade.
The new committee will explore three possibilities: II)
the raising of admission standards, 12) the placing of the remedial courses in an extension program, similar to the program
which now :.xists at the University- of California at Berkeley,
which would pay for itself through fees from the students taking the courses, or 131 the setting up of a separate "department for basic studies" which would centrally administer all
below college level courses.
Any of these would seem to be an improvement over the
status quo, which tends to damage the morale and effectiveness
of the departmental staffs that are required to spend an
prenticeship." so to speak. before they can move into fields
in which they have specialized during years of graduate and
undergraduate study.
Because of this, many highly qualified instructors, viewing
the battery of "bonehead" courses that need instructors, RM.
doubteilly shy away in favor of other institutions with other
arrangements for remedial students.
A more serious aspect of the remedial program, however.
does not deal with the classes themselves. It deals, instead, with
an apparent weakness somewhere along the educational line
in either the instruction of English or with the inspiration of
in
the students to apply themselves to learn written express’
a language that is perhaps one of the richest and most beautiful
in the world.
Chancellor Buell Gallagher was quoted last week, following
the Trustees’ meeting. as declining to affix the "blame" for the
remedial situation on "either the colleges or the State’s high
schools."
"It’s often a matter of motivation," he said, "which is needed in the junior high school."
This "matter of motivation" that is so often obviously lacking in the junior high and high schools has some interesting,
and perhaps quite serious. aspects.
Primarily, it points up a failure, in a sense, of the respective bodies to fulfill the function for which they were established: education in the realm of the essentials needed for either
higher education or for a "full" life after graduation.
Many years of students have been more or less sacrificed to
the cause of "social adjustment."
The prevailing social and, all too often, administrative attitudes that exist during the years of junior high and high
schools are that the basic subjects are the unpleasant but necessary counterparts to the equally if not more important extracurricular activities: the plays, dances. football games and clubs.
The feeling seems to have spread, however, that. although
the extra-curricular activities are important. they have in the
past smothered the effectiveness of the basis of any education:
the content itself.
It is to be hoped that the time which has spawned what has
been termed the educationally "sacrificed generation- is passing and also that administrators and instructors will begin to
realize the truth in the statement by Horace Mann: "A teacher
who is attempting to teach without first inspiring the pupil to

learn is hammering on cold iron."

Driver Finds Persistency Pays Off
In Search for Parking Space
Until the multi -story garage

is completed, some persistent
person will insist on parking
wherever there is available
space.
Friday students witnessed the
strange appearance of a 1962
white Buick convertible parked
on the lawn in front of the Spartan cafeteria.
The words of Mike Dolan,
cafeteria manager, "somebody
just couldn’t find a place to
park!" seemed to be the logical
explanation until further investigation.

It M. as learned however, that
the coed -of-the-month would be
riding In the convertible when
introdueed during Saturday’s
football game against Colorado
State university.

Committee To Meet
The athletic special events
coordinating committee will meet
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in the
trophy room of the men’s gym,
according to Dr. Charles Carter,
associate professor of education,
chairman

SAVE
2c & 3c ;earl.
92+ Octane Reg.

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X-100, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 50¢
Castrol
qt. 19:
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
package 220
Cigarettes

An Open Letter
To ASB President
Editor:
This is an open tette! to ASH
Pres, Brent Do’. is:
Thank you for the fine twocolor printing on the bulletin of
cultural affairs planned for SJS
this fall. I approve of the increased emphasis on this important aspect of student activities.
I must add that your tortured
paragraphs on the back page
of the brochure did not convince
me that our student government is "representative." If you
and your fellow student officers
want to make the ASH truly
representative. I suggest you see
that the limited student is represented.
Last year’s student council
levied a student body fee on
them without providing representation for them on the council. Our forefathers called this
tyranny.
Better yet, I suggest you abolish mandatory student body fees
and make ASH affiliation voluntary. This would insure a
representative student government -it would represent the
students or they would refuse to
pay the bills.
Sharon Paddock
ASH 2066i
limited student and former
ASH wiststIstaitsaittee a haIrritars

Example of Standards
Set by Fraternities
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to express thanks to
those individuals who most
bravely and successfully tore
the lower half of the crest
mounted in front of our fraternity house. It should have no
bearing on the incident the fact
that it took some enterprising
persons 30 seconds to destroy
something that took one man
over two days to design and
paint. But this lives up to the
present standards of inter-fraternity frolic!
This act of childish stupidity
more than likely can be attributed to one of the new pledge
classes, but we are prone to
realize that they do not yet

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

Motorscooterisfs,
Motorcyclists Unite!
Editor:
That venerable body, the campus police department, has taken
a firm step toward the suppression of that blatant menace to
all, the two-wheeled motor vehicle.
Some of theme infernal machines have been parked next to
the bicycle racks on the periphery of the campus, not, in
their "proper" (albeit inconvenient) parking lot near the men’s
Consequently, our campus protectors of the old and unsteady

Boy Scouts’ Honor, I Think
When I was 10 years old my mother used to ask me, "Peter,
were you a good boy in school today?"
"Oh yes, mother," I would answer. "I swear on a stack of
Bibles!"
"We only have one Bible in the house, son," she reminded me
every time.
"I know, mother." I would smile and my, "That’s why I offered
To swear on a stack of them."
This response usually saddened and perplexed mother until
one day she said, "Peter, why don’t you join the Boy Scouts?"
"1 don’t like to tie knots," I explained.
"The reason I want you to become a Boy Scout," she said, "is
because then, when I ask you if you’ve been a good boy in school,
you can answer, ’Yes, mother-Boy Scouts’ honor.’"
BETTER POOL ROOM
For the next six years I did just that -namely. I said "Boy
Scouts’ honor." I did not join the Boy Scouts, however, preferring
instead to become a member of the YMCA which had a better
pool room.
Playing pool is more fun than tying knots any day.
By now all of you probably are wondering why I relate this
pleasant, cute, amusing, lovable, deceitful tale, and just what effect
it has on life as we know it, the world today, the meaning of
truth, etc.
Firstly, I related it because my mother paid me $10 to plug her
In my column. In addition it shows what a clever child I was.
Its effect on life as we know it, the world today, the meaning
of truth, etc., is that I recommend Mr. Nixon, Mr. Edgerton, Mr.
Knight, Mrs. Knight and Mr. Mason rush right out and join the
Boy Scouts, unless they were members as children which, for Mrs.
Knight, would have been a pretty good trick.
Both Mr. Nixon and Mr. Knight have committed themselves
and their associates to swearing on a stack of Bibles to prove that
their respective stories are true.
WHO’S A LIAR!!
Neither has called the other a liar, although both gravely admit
that the other has not been telling the truth.
The only problem is that whenever Mr. Nixon or Mr. Knight
flexes his hand to do some swearing, no one has a stack of Bibles
handy.
If everyone concerned were a Boy Scout, it would be a simple
matter to call out over TV, "Boy Scouts’ honor," and give the
appropriate sign.
Mr Nixon and Mr. Knight seem pretty adroit at tying knots
anyway.

and the new and unsightly,
served firm warnings to the
owners of these mechanical misfits to the effect that all such
vehicles must be parked in the
"proper" lot and then, yesterday, the campus lawmen dramatically called the city police,
who slapped parking citations to
all errant vehicles for "parking
on the sidewalk."
Though new, this is not the
first instance of the type of
enforcement our night watchmen deem necessary. To them
the biggest security problem on
campus is the student body.
Motorscooterists, motorcyclists, motorbikers unite! Demand
to know why you are not given
equal rights with the bicyclists!
You, like the bicyclists, sought
a personal solution to the parking problem. Your action and
cash outlay, has eased the parking problem. Yet you are penalized!
By the way, the parking citations do not stand up in court.
.1. Hart
ASH 12705

Are Honesty, Pride,
Loyalty Worthwhile?
Editor:
In regard to the two letters
which appeared in the Spartan
Daily of Thursday, Oct. 5, 1961,
written by Julius C. Stine and
David J. Zucker and also the
letter which they criticized by
Professor Carmick; I feel all
three tend to lose sight of the
basic problem.
That problem, one which has
been with us for some time now,
is survival. In our present situation there appear to be two
methods which would resolve
this problem. We may allow
ourselves to be moved about by
whomsoever wishes to dominate
us, or we may, on the other
hand, fight (and perhaps lose)
a battle for survival on our own
terms.
Certainly, life is a thoroughly
enjoyable pastime, but are not
ideals such as honesty, freedom, loyalty, pride and quality
also worthwhile? Do. Mr. Stein
and Mr. Zucker allow them no
place at all?
I think that those who despise patriotism, also despise
loyalty: those who ridicule humanity and those who scoff at
honor, scoff at life.
Joe Koinarmy
A sit tt,tiii,

Tailored to a "T" by Tami
A FAVORITE ON CAMPI

BALCONS DEPT. STORE
1998

ANTI

Rork Ave

9:30-9 p m. - Sue. to 6 p my

’Dupe’ Finds Pride
In Communism
Editor:
It’s like a breath of fresh air
that the "dupes" of the Communists are identifying themselves as such these days. Stein,
according to his letter, takes
more pride in being a Communist "dupe" than having a heritage of freedom as an American.
He spouts the line of being
"possessed by a sense of national shame"; hut, what is it
that he is really ashamed of?
He is ashamed of the idea. of
maintaining the heritage of
freedom! He is ashamed of the
idea of maintaining a free society that will provide coming
generations with opportunities
as we now enjoy!
He has stated we should fear
patriotism, not communism-but which of these two forces
is attempting to take over the
world? And which of these two
forces is he attempting to aid
In his so-called search for peace
i The forces that want piece a piece of Turkey, a piece of
France, etc.)?
"Is life so dear or peace so
sweet as to be purchased at the
price of chains and slavery!"---Patrick Henry. Perhaps the dupe
thinks it is, but he can always
hop the next boat leaving for
USSR, and with some luck, he
may be able to trade places with
a slave laborer. Needless to say,
that such a liberated slave would
be more appdeciative of the freedom this nation provides tnan
is the dupe.
Out of appreciation grows patriotism, which is nothing more
than a placement of loyalties. A
governmental system which has
provided us with so much freedom and opportunity deserves
our appreciation, our loyalties
patriotism! Of course, those who
do not appreciate our governmental system, freedoms, and
opportunities, will not place their
loyalties here -but elsewhere!
Won’t you, "dupe?"
James L. Moran
.5545 95145

Politeness, Courtesy
Not Exclusive to U.S.
Editor:
Since when has courtesy been
exclusive to Americans?
As a foreign student I can
testify that patient and polite
behavior under trying conditions
is not entirely unknown in other

Initiating programs sponsored
by the music department will be
a recital presented tomorrow
night by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, men’s national professional music fraternity.
The first of five recitals to
be given by the fraternity will
be held in Concert Hall at 8:15
p.m.
Anne Arant and Patrick McFarland will present ’’Two Inventions" by Jacob to start the
program.
Koutzen’s music for saxophone, cello and bassoon will be
played by William Trimble, Stephen Gebhart, and Jerry Dagg.
’"Beau Soir" by Debussy and
’
Mb o Tesoro" from Dun Gio-

Spattanadij
Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
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countries. Yet, the Spar,:,.
Bookstore is publicly th,
students for their patiers,
courtesy during recent
solemnly telling us that
this type of cooperation
makes this American way oi
worthwhile."
Well if that good old
"the Amurrican (sorry! A
leant way of life" has liepandecl and elevated to
levels that it now in, i
mon courtesy as w,
dinners, babies’ bottietioder,
and auto-worship (both kinds.
I can hardly wait to liewris.
naturalized and have the
the world to pursue its
way. Trouble is I’ll get wolf, 0,,t
guarding my behavior. One
slip of unpoliteness ’like
s:aying "thank you" when sons..
one steps on my toe at regislm.
’ tion I and I’ll be listed as a clan.
gerous subversive and lose
citizenship.

The
play, "Tail, ,MF
Along" by Robert Merrill sill
be staged by the Comedia Rea
ertory company SatoirlaN
14 at 8:30 p.m, in this,
1300 El Camino IN ,
Park.
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* EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
*
COME SEPTEMBER
* With Rock Hudson,
Gine Lollobrio1da
*
*
*

’,Andra D., ,

*

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE

*
*

SARATOGA THEATER
MAKE MINE MINK

and * 1st Glimpses Inside Today s Crime

*BEHIND THE GREAT WALL

*

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
3 ALLCOLOR HITS

ADA
*With Susan Hayward & Dean Martini
-Also--*
TEMPEST
Van Heft, Silvana Mangano
- and * LAST OF THE FAST GUNS

TROPICAIRE TWIN VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
NORTH SCREEN

YOUNG DOCTORS
v:1
MINATOUR
and

DON DI

44*****-41 ********

TOWNE

GAY

CY 7-3060

CY 4-5544

THE MOST TALKED ABOUT -MOST
SHOCKED ABOUT FILM Of OUR YOE

LA
’DOLCE
/4,111TA
GAY 6.00 p.m. & 9)5
TOWN 6 15 & 9.50
FREE
COFFEE
IN Tel
FOYER

STUDENTS $1.49

LAUNDRY SERVICE FOR

LAZY STUDENTS
8 lb. hie
8 his. Mk

Pickup and Delivery
Wash and Dry Service
ONE DAY SERVICE

SAN JOSE LAUNDEREVIT
j 1-2.120

463 So, 2tul

.

LEE’S

BARBERSHOP

ADULTS $1.50
CHILDREN $1.25
Quick, Friendly, Specialized Service

BOUQUETS
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’Take Me Along’
Coming Saturday

DAVID AND GOLIATH

vanni will be sung by James
MacDonald, tenor, with Dick
Woodruff accompanying.
Lynne Howe joins Trimble to
present the sonata for saxophone
and piano by Tuthill.
The "Hungarian Rhapsody" by
Popper will be offered by Gebhart and Woodruff.
Completing the program will
he trio No. 1 for clarinet, horn,
and piano, by Cowell featuring
Richardo Trimillos, Rowland
Schwab, and Allen Stitt,
Schwab Is serving as the
group’s president with Dr. Hartley D. Snyder, head music department, faculty adviser. The
SJS chapter, Beta Eta, has a
membership of approximately 50.

nu

Consta.nee Smith
A:4B MUM

SOUTH SCREEN

Society Presents
Recital Tomorrow

DARLENE SWEATERS & TAMI SKIRTS

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

know the high ideals and standards on which their fraternities
operate. The tragic thing is that
these men veal never have a
chance to obtain any sort of
ideals because of the great double standards of college life and
the rank hypocrisy of some fraternity men.
This double standard can be
illustrdted many times over in
terms of cheating, athletics,
drinking, sexual activity, etc.,
but these are things that unfortunately luive become commonplace to us. We can only hope
that those responsible for the
damage done will be held accountable by their senior members --if not, there is certainly
little hope for them growing
into responsible, honorable young
men . .
a goal we hope the
fraternities are working for.
Also, if they are not held responsible for their actions and
are in fact encouraged, their
fraternity can do nothing but
crumble.
If representatives fro.rn the
Greek system bother to spend
time at Asilomar in a retreat
in order to further the improvement of the Greek system, they
had best practice their verbal
suggestions throughout the rest
of the year.
Our crest can, in time, be repaired . . . Will the minds of
these men and the heart of the
Greek system become irreparable?
Bob Neuman
Pres. Sigma No fraternity
N.N. 482950

68 E. San Fernando
Open 9 to 6 -- 114)11. dim Sat.
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’Mr. Democrat,’ Sam Rayburn:
A Long Life Full of Satisfaction
it, it41" III ICsu.ri
ratted yr.,. International
WASHINGToN I UPI
planned his future in a cotton
boy.
field when he was a young
Then he went out and lived it.
Not long ago he said: -My life
has been satisfactory to me entirely. I’ve attained everything I
ever hoped I would."
Mast people know him as "Mr.
Sam." His party officially proclaimed him "Mr. Democriit."
some who love him have called
aim "Mr. Everything."
But Sam Rayburn probably has
been addiessed most as "Mr.
Speaker." He certainly has ’teen
railed that far more limes than
any man ever to preside over the
Rouse of Representatives.
LONO REIGN
Rayburn was Speaker of the
Rouse more than twice as long as
any other man. He served in the
House longer than any member
ever has, and broke any number
of other longevity tecorth.
lie has been a master politician,
in what is generally agreed to be
the highest sense of that term. Ile
a
MO has been an individualistman who knew what he wanted to
door have done, and went about it
in his own way.
SCORNS TACTICS
Sam Rayburn scorned the timeworn tactics of other professionals
In his field. He didn’t go around
slapping people on the back. His
smile came only when his sense of
humor or good nature were
aroused. He kissed pretty girls,
hut seldom a baby.
except
Without a lot of fuss
when he felt it was needed- he
attained powei second only to that
of the President. There have been
many times when even the Chief
Executive had to settle for what
Mr. Sam thought was right.
POPE’! AR LEADER
Like any person of power, he
had vigorous and outspoken opponents. But even in these ranks
there has ben respect in the protessienal sense and, on the personal
plane. al feet ion.
An old fliend and mentor, for -

111,1
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Aspirin Use
Blood Loss
Are

Monday, Mot"-

WP ART AN D

’1 19011

Linked

Garnet, once said of him: "Sam ’the other.
NEW YORK ,
Th. ’less/stays bitched." The remark was
DIE ON Till: VINE
est scientific-test W0111 in the great
both appropriate to Itayburris ruPresident suggested
ral background and true of his unlion he didn’t like, he often would
swerving honesty and loyalty.
p, can cause inarrange to list the thing just die en’s "’st-6wet
CHOOMF:N CAREER
ternal bleeding but the amounti
’ on the vine.
Rayburn chose his career before
He didn’t like his middle mune. of blood lost internally are not
he was l, worktng in that Texas Tahaferro
’pronounced Tolliver) nearly enough to.be threatening
cotton patch. He called it then’lie dropped
that, and over the’ ’,royale,’ the aspirin-taking is meal Just the way it happenedto
tyears it was forgotten.
lege; to the State Legislature, and ;
H e married Miss Metze Jones crate.
up to the speakership; to
ii’,. Richard M. Watson
of Amarillo, Tex., in 1927. They
gress. and speaket of the U.S.
N. Pierson jr., of
broke up three months later. and RichardSt
House of Representatives.
I were Ms-timid the following year. Luke’s Hospital, New Yolk. did
He was elected to the House by
:their newest expetimenting with
BALD PATE
’people who are the most endanthe 4th District of Texas in 1912.:
T here Ore some things a man
bleeding.
when he was 30. Ile reached his
Leered by any kind
I can’t do anything ahout. muoi :is
These are people requiofred to take
ultimate goal on Sept. It;. 1940,
they smart. In Mr. Sam’s case drugs to
keep their blood in nonon the death of Sperik:oit was loss of hair.
i.lot table condition.
B. Bankhead.
For as long as anyone on CapiHis colleagues re-elected him as
First, and with preeime meastot Hill can remember, the Rayspeaker 10 timesevery time, that
t En pate has been hare except iirements, they establishist the
is, that his party held control of
for a sparse fringe behind the ears. amounts of spontamsats, barely dethe House.
Because of its tendency to reflect tee_table internal bleeding which ocTOUGH ON TOP
light, he has never (airs! much for concert in these 17 men and women,
Mr’ Sam had to he tough, he’ photicrraphers and has never been ranging in age florn 31 to 85 -cause he had a tough job. But he I .06
4inct which occurs also in persorts
popolar with I hem.
couldn’t hold lxielt the tears on I
Poi:istirm
itcri.rA
TON
are in "’al health’
April 16, 1955, when top figures
This became his :nod distin- I
111-EEDIN ’NUM.:AMES
In the party threw a $100-a -plate
Tiler,
the 17 took two aspiric
dinner for him and bestowed upon guishinl feature, though. Barehim the title of "Mr. Democrat," headed, almost everybody recog- tablets four times a day for three
If there was something Mr. Sam nized him. Wearing a hat, he went days and the measurements were
repeated. In statistical terms, the
didn’t like, he usually was ahle to unnoticed.
His head served as a signal to mean internal blood loss of thr0
- -----------his feelings, too. Anger turned it I %coup was increased by two .and
half "standalrd deviations."
Since the origina amounts were
extremely tiny, this %%as not con:sideted a dangerous inerease.
The same scientists previously
College students may apply
had conducted identical tents in
Air Force officer training scl,
i
.131 healthy volunteers. Their mu up to 210 days prior to gradual
line internal blood loss was sat:tilit was announced Wednesdity
ler than that of the 17 ill persmu
the San Jose Air Force reet’ult )
I who were required to take an anti officer,
VVASHINGTON .CPI. Speaker coagulant drug daily.
T. Sgt. Eugene G. Olin said Sam Rayburn has served in the
But the mean increase in blood
while only college graduates are House longer than any other man loss in these healthy yolunteers
selected for OTS, student applica- !n history, and as speaker twice after they had taken eight aspirin
lions are being accepted immedi- as long as Henry Clay, his nearest tablets daily for three days also
ately.
competitor in time of service.
was two and one-half "stsratinil
In addition to looking upon the, Eight presidents came and went deviations." Therefote. the scienAir Force as only flying or navi- while he served in the House. Ile fists said, aspirin did not add to
gating, Olin said there is a need made his position so powerful that the hazards of persons taking rinti.
for non-flying officers in scientific it was exceeded only by the pow- coagulants.
and administrative career.
Cr’. of the President.
DIFFICULT TO PINPOINT
There are also many other
’WITH.’ NOT ’UNDER’
However, aspirin seems to have
fields; training is conducted in
"Mr. Sam" acknowledged his 1,0111P effect
on the ability of the
missile operation and maintenance. own powet. He liked to say that
1,lood to coagulate although so far
guidance systems, supply, air he served with presidents lnd
’
they haven’t pinpointed it. they
SOLES & HEELS
police, finance electronics, metero-’, not "under" them. He was advisei
slid in reportng
the Amer" ’
loey find corn m nica
Fot Dependable Service
to ’Presidents Franklin a Ftrx,,,lit-ri assoelattion.
.elt, Harry Tru ban and now, Pre
The C.Atgulability of the Woo
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
’dent Kennedy’
14 the 17 was naturally theelo.t
43 E Santa Clara
Some referred to him more 11,
Education Confab
5 while they w:re taking ascivilly as the "stotlikeeper. This
pirin. In some the aspit in scern2-I
TV10 SJS education professors,
is because of a story told by Prestto enhance the power of the anti Dr. Richard Lewin and Dr. Jer- dent Kennedy, who went to the
REAL
coagulant drug. 19 ClYiEr 10 k;i.f,
rold Kemp, attended the annual House as a y:itingstei at a time
, the libax1 at a fixed pint ot win.
HOME
’Ilion of the Education As- when Rayburn had already anr
coagulability the dcse of the anti held
Jerses,
,tion
of
New
been
a
fixture.
STYLE
coagulant Mug had to be lowerml
-,,turdas and Sunday in Trenton.
HIGH-LEVEL CALL
MEALS
I lie instructors preesnted a demwas in Canada, Viet.: More and more people ale tak.031 edu- President Johnson was in Asia. ;oild ing the anti -coagulant drugs I
onstration on instr
Block Front Campus
On(
cation to the lowensbis Saturday. Secretary of State bean Rusk in tarty for long periods of time, the
REASONABLE PRICES
Dr. Alton Partridge, chairman Geneva. A high-level call came into. scientists said. The di ugs ate useof the Professional Improvement the White House switchboard, for fut. When arteries are "hatdened"
the blood flow somewhat impeded.
SAN JOSE CAFEPERIA
t’onference, ...tended the invita- each of the three in turn.
The operator told the caller the they safeguard against c1,1 totion.
89 E San Fernando
CT 5-9561
mations which
men were absent.
"Then whit is keeping the heart attack rir stitike.
store?" Kennedy said the foes-, Because there is much seitni,:,,
!uncertainty as tegards mph in and
trated caller demanded.
"The same man who’s always internal bleeding, many physicians
kept it - Sam Rayburn," the mkt - I who preset ibe ant i-congu la et
bid their patients to take
alor Noswere,1
under any circumstances. That vv.,.
why Watscn and Pierson expi r.imented and with mcie aspirin per
I peiscn than the avrrage pelson
N.C. lever takes.
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Free Delivery
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CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAY
Also With 3 -Day Eitensia
112 days)

OStep back through the calendar
this December into "Summer"
and enjoy the Christmas Holi-

day

OVER 500
REPRODUCTIONS
FAMOUS PAINTINGS
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in beautiful Hawaii.
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Stanford Doctors Develop
Bran Surgery Technique
A rem technique ,.
1 they had sue. !
en sur- t Both doctor
gery will scon aid
ns in cessfully operated on a human ;
pe:foining delicate op.Tations on twine and stopped the flow of
blood for ten minutes using the!
the hetin.
new technique.
The tethr iiitie. des e!opx!
Cooling of the brain to 68 de- i
Stanft.rd teseatch Drs. Robert J
Boyd. a U S Public Health Ser- greee slows its cell activity to
vice research fellow and John E. almost a standstill enabling it to
Connolly, assistant professor of safely survive for long periods
sorgery. involves circulating cooled! without its supply of oxygen-rich
b’ond throileh the brain to lower; blood
its temperature from 98 to GB degrees: then stopping the bi,’
flow for peritals lonLter than
minute: hring surgery.
Announced at a Chic:leo med
meeting. (lectors immediately .
beled it a "major breakthrote:
in brain sureery.
Present brain surgery has e
Six SLIS recreation :thrums arc
volved dropping the entire body
currently taking part in the retemperature but hi, rot allowed
quired internship program sponsurgeons to stop the blood flow
sored by the recreation departfor more than ten minutes. A
ment, according to Miss Ardith B.
hazard in lowerme the body temFrost. associate professor of recperature belie’, Nui decrees is that
reation.
the heart beat rhythm changes:
Sonja Christensen, is working
A heart-lung machine may be used
with the San Leandro recreation
but lowers the patient’s survival
department; Judy Chu. Alameda
chances.
County Juvenile hall; Mike HowResults of experiments using the I
ard. Alameda recreation departnew technique on animals indicate’
ment; Marilyn Johnson. Santa
the blood flow can he safely disClara county council, Girl Scouts
continued for an hour without
rif America. San Raw; John Perry
hare’.
Decota school district, Union City:
ind Joanna Petkiewicz. Sequoia
Area council, Girl Scouts of
Prtigre.qsi t.e
usic
emercia, Redwood City.
CV 47523
55 So 3r4
Miss Frost said "the fieldwork
7 pro to 7 pm DAILY
erogram at SJS is unique in that
64,11TAR LESSONS
rew other colleges and universities
Soli and Popular
across the country have an interhip Program for undergraduate
students that allows students to
work 40 hours a week for 12
SHORT ON TIME?
weeks in an agency with a qualiQuick, Friendly Service
fied on-the-job supervisor and a
Groceries & Meats recreation faculty member.
Each student receives 10 units
Open Sundays
for the 12-week stint.
Checks CaOwerl W.th Purchase
We Goa Blue Chip Stamps

SJS Recreation
Majors Take Part
In Intern Program

The McIrket Basket
No. lOth 3. Williams
Pied to Armstrong’s Drug)

Placement Office Russians Keep
Offers Career
Marchers Too Busy
Advice Booklet
To Protest Bombs
Careers from A 1,, Z can be
found listed in a bustness opportunities book offered free to col
lege men in the placement office.
Donald Dozier, bilsiness and in
dustry placement suixrvisar. announced Weditesday.
The 108-page book. besides offering information from various
firms about opportunities open.
includes articles by Sen. Hubert
11. Humphrey (D-Minn.1 and Sen.
Barry Goldwater IR-Ariel on job
opportunities.
The career-finding index gives
advice to jobhunters on laziness.
Other editorial features are "An
)pen Letter to this Year’s College
,:raduates," by Arthur J. Goldberg, secretary of labor; "What
Businessmen Expect of College
men." a roundtable discussion by.
leaders of labor; and "A Resume
Key to Your Job Campaign."

,etc

IPopulation Increase
The itttpula tam of New York’s
Manhattan Island, an area of 31.2
quarc miles. increased from 33,132 in 1790 to 1,698,281 in 1960.

"FIGURE IN LANDSCAPE"Fred Spraft, assistant
of art at SJS, was recently honored with a one-man
at the Mexican -North American Institute of Cultural
in Mexico City. Reproduced here is one of the 20 oil
and 13 drawings included in the exhibition.

******* *** ***** *********strintr********************I
CLEAN AS MANY AS 9 DRESSES,
4 ME, i S SUITS OR 12 SWEATERS
B -W

N1OSCOW
Wqstern
"peace marchers" said Wednesday
night they had mote freedom to
protest nuclear arms in the United
States than in Russia.
The 29 demonstrators, some of
them American. who wound up a
6,000-mile "march from San Francisco to Moscow" here Tuesday,
told a press conference the Russians were keeping them so busy
they had no time to meet the
people.
"The Russians are killing usand our campaign -with kindness,"
one marcher said. "They keep us
so busy with tours and ’cultural
trips’ we don’t have time to pass
our leaflets...
-We had more freedom of movement and freedom to demonstrate
outside military bases in the
United States than we have here.
Even if we had the same freedom.
the Russians wouldn’t tell us where
their bases are."

NORGE

$2

professor
exhibition
Relations
paintings

SJS Art Prof Honored I
In Mexico City Show

Can- Openfted

DRY CLEANING

Fred Spratt, assistant professor of art at SJS, was
honoree of a one-man exhibition from August 31 to September 14 at the Mexican North American Institute of
Cultural Relations in Mexico
City.

A L,C...-Y,SED CONSULTANT READY TO SERVE YOU
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. *
401 E. SAN CARLOS
**tot

rvi

Professor Spratt remained
in Mexico for the summer
to attend the show’s opening.
TWO THEMES
Two central themes man
and landscape, characterized
the 20 oil paintings, 1:1 drawings and other pieces.
The August show marked
the sixth major one-man
show the art instructor has
had. fle has won several

prizes and awards in the
past years and participated
in several invitational and
competitive exhibitions.
WORKS OWNED
Professor Spratt’s works
are owned by the Mexican
Institute,
t h e California
State fair, Iowa State university and Iowa Wesleyan
college. His works have become known in the bay area
also since his graduation
from Iowa State university
in 1956.
Apart from the exhibition
this summer, other works by
Professor Spratt were hung
in the Galleria de Arte
Misrachi and the Calloria
Bryna in Mexico City.

wk.
RETURNING TO EARTH, X-I5 experimental
rocket plane is scarred from temperature of
1000 degrees resulting from speeds up to 3545
_

miles an hour over Edwards Air Force Base
The craft was piloted by a Navy pilot, Cmdr.
Forrest S. Petersen.

Medical Quackery Peiping Adopts Cocktails;
Bilks Si Billion
Rivals Western Capitals
Yearly --Ribicoff
The cocktail
TOKYO (UPI)
party is one aspect of Western
"culture" that the Red Chinese
WASHINGTON UPI I Snake
oil liniment and other oldtime have adopted and are putting to
"miracle cures" have disappeared good use.
I
This is the time of the year !
from the market, but medical
Washington,
rivals
quacks are still bilking Americans when Peiping
London and Paris as the cocktail
of more than $1 billion a year.
That ass the report Abraham capitalof the world.
The Red Chinese leaders are I
Ribicoff, secretary of health, education and welfare, presented to- hitting the cocktail circuit hard
day to a two-day national congress these days with National Day justi
of medical quackery. The meeting past end scores of delegations ’
is sponsored by the Food and Drug from around the world here for:
Administration and the American ithe annual celeinatians.
The overseas broadcasts of the
Medical Association.
I New China news agency and PeiMAY IMPOUND
Postmaster General J. Edward ping Radio are filled oith accounts
by
Day, who also addressed the con- of cocktail parties tossed
and
ference, said he was studying the !Chinese government agencies
visitors
possibility of impounding fraudu- various organizations for
Eliza- ’
lent medical products sent through ranging from Belgian Queen
beth to grown-up youth delegates
the mails.
Ribicoff said that despite his from the Republic of Mali and
differences with the AMA on from fellow-traveling Cuban Presiother subjects, "there is no le.ason dent Osvaldo Dorticna to the Peiwhy we cannot work whole- ping-imposed puppet ruler in
Tibet, the Panchen Lama.
heartedly together to do away
NOON TO NIMNIGHT
for once and all. -the menase if
Except for Communist party
quackery." He asked the delegates
thinker
boss Mao Tze-tunga
for their recommendelione
The cabinet members declared more than a drinkerand Chairthat "today quackery is flourish- man President Liti Shao-chi, most
ing" although "some of the quaint- of the party and government leader nostrums...have vanished from ers are busy from noon to midnight attending cocktail parties
our midst."
,
and banquets.
NEW DIstiCISES
There’s seldom a cocktail party
"Today. quackety is more so!given that one of the Chinese
oldphisticated,- he. said. "The
Ileaders do not use as a forum to
time hokum has assumed new dissound off against the United
.,uises.
Western imperialism.
States,
"The Food and Drug Adminis.
neo-colonialism." "decadent West ration, for instance, is now en- ern culture" and scores of other
in legal proceedings rreainst
,ertain vendors of eottled sea subjects
But while the Chinese leaders
water priced up to $20 per gallon
are ranting against the West they
-etch products have been offered
must have at least a grain of
modern preventive and pima , a for virtually all human nil- sympathy deep down in their souls
. for Western officials who also are
. nents.
MODERN METHODS
"But for the most part the 1
a itch doctor’s tom-tom has given ’
, ay to the illustrated brochure;
he medicine show extravaganza
., the television commercial; pa- 1
:ions, barks and berries to the
phony but
impressive ’cancer 1
rlinic’ or ’scientific diet’ "

1I

Here’s deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant...lastest. iNtafeRt way to ult.
dev, et en (kV //POW liOn Irs the fittiVP deodorant fee
orate men ...aie,olately dependable. Glides on smootlik.
t.rwe,fily ...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
moo convenient. nto.d economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 ploy tax.

erm,

STICK
DEODORANT
1-) t T 0 fJ

thin since 1944, was completed in
1952. Mr. and Mrs. Wilber E.
Bailey, whose son was a student
at SJS and was killed in 1944.1
first suggested the building of a
memorial.

Presentation of the chapel was
made by E. S. Thompson, college
business manager and the Chapel I
committee chairman and Emerson
Arent’s, president of the SJS
The stone WIC! ElItIWOftri chapel Alumni Association in 1952.
was made possilile by funds col - I
TO THOSE W110 FOUGHT
meted from public subscription. ; College president T. W. alre
Funds totalling over $leeXX) acre IQuarrie dedicated the chap’rontributed by alumni. students. Maj. Howard Scholten, chaplal.
faculty and friends of the v :liege USAF was the principal speak,
CONSIDERED sINCE 1914
The chapel, which is open Mor
Construct ion of the chapel. day through Friday, iv open 1.
which had beets: under considers-; all faiths and organizations.

MCCii,..El 114.

ern.
11111e1. speaker: Dr. Harry S.
May, "Jerusalem. the Holy City
and No-Man’s Land." Newman
hall. 7:30 p.m.
Speech and Hearing club, meeting SD234. 11::11 a.m. and 2:30
p.m.
TOMORROW
Kappa Alpha MI,, tu eet in g.
journalism photography laboratory. 7 p.m.
Christian Science orranizatIon.
meeting. Mernorisl chapel, 7 p.m
Speech and II, tring 1.11.117,
in arid 210
SD234, I I
p.m.

TOM AND LARRY’S

.

Try Campus
Launderette

MONDAY NIGHT ONLY

PHONE
CL 14010

TOM & LARRY’S
PIZZA PARLOR

Al’

e

164 E
SANTA CLARA
AI 14th ST

On GAS and OIL

SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and William
SPANISH FOODS
LARGE BANQUET ROOM
FOODS TO GO

_Spani’.sh 7. 1iffa9e
CV 5-9514

93 Willow St.

We Specialize in Corsages
and Bouquets for
Campus Occasions

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
CY 2-0462

l0th & Santa Cla,a

all exciting a..a liair,tyle that will make tau took
ami fed otir imot Ecininine for n el" occasion. Call today for
I/0
appointment . . .
reit.

The Finest In Beauty Care
* Personalized ilair-Stvling
* I.:xpert Tinting and Bleaching
* Permanent

aving

* Skilled Ilair-Artists to Give You Personal
(:omilltation and Sem ire
OPEN 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. DAILY
Closed Saturdays

One P,-4,

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE

HAPPY HOURS

SAVE MONEY!!

. . .

Wnere Eke Can You Get
Have on evening of fun tonight during

The trouble with the banquet,
though, is that all the guests must
remain until it is over.

greet fall
17) head on

Spartaguide
diSCUSS1011

Its
BRAM.
Located in a spot of serenity, I
on the south side of ttua campus,
is the college Memorial chapele
described at its dedieatien -is
"memorial to immortality." This
building, located between the;
men’s and women’- gsm. was I
I erected in honor of roet 200 SJS1
1 World War It soldiers %stir: gave
their lii as for their country.

BANQUETS FOR VIP’ a
Although the cocktail party is
extensively used by the Chinese
Reds, when they really want to
put on the dog they throw a ban.
quet with all the delicacies and
drinks that only the Chinese can
provide. Those are for such vie.
tors as retired British Field M.
shal Lord Montgomery. Cuban
President Dorticos, Nepal’s King
Mahendra and others of similar
stature.

raad

S

SJS :Memorial to Immortality’
Erected To Honor 200 Soldiers

hooked on the cocktail circuit th,:
keeps them up late and asv,..
from home.

The Campus Beauty Salon

FAST DRY CLEANitio

275

EXPERT DYING cad
SUPER SERVICE at

1,

F.. Sait Fernando St.

From the Adminietration Building

REASONABLE PRICES

Between oth and 7th Sta.

402 S. 3rd & San Salvador

Plume CYpress 3.118h

WATER POLOISTS MEET UOP

Intramural
Office Helps
Footballers

’ Monday October Q. 1981

Volleyball, Tennis
Individuals has ing difficulty organizing an intram4 rat football !
team or finding a team to play on
may submit his name to the intramural office. MG12I, and every!
effort will be made to place him
on a team, according to Dan Unruh, intramural athletics director.
Farah added that the deadline for handing in applications
for Ille intramural tennis tournament is Wednesday, Oct. II
a)t4 16p.m. Competition begins
(et.

Base

alit that
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party is
Chinese

want to
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’ similar
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’61 WATER POLOISTSSan Jose State’s varsity water polo squad meets University of Pacific tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. in the Spartans’
second home game of the season. A frosh contest precedes the varsity encounter at 3:30.
Coach Lee Walton’s aquamen played Foothill
college here Saturday, following matches at
Stanford Friday. Kneeling are (I to 1) John
Henry, two-year letterman goalee, and George

Wettach. Others pictured are Bob Holzman,
Herm Radloff, Bill Hird, Steve Skold, Jim Baugh,
Herb Matter, Dave Corbet, Coach Walton,
Bob Wegman and Jim Monsees, returning captain. Others are Austin Wiswell, Peter Segues,
Gary Wexler and Gene Gastellum. Both Henry
and Monsees are potential 1964 Olympics material, according to Coach Walton. They competed in the American Olympic trials in 1960.

Stengel Pays Surprise
Visit to Yankee Stadium

COME & ENJOY THE FUN

PLAY GOLF
Refreshments at Snack Bar
FOOTLONG HOT DOGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Josie’s Miniature
18 Hole Golf
382 E. Santo Clara
10,

NEW YORK tUPi, Casey
Stengel is pretending mightily to
be a National Leaguer but it’s a
flimsy pretext became he’ll always remain a Yankee at heart.
That was clearly obvious to anyone who saw him unwittingly
cause the biggest furor of the

0).

tan

DS
2014

OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS

TILL 9

rsoges
eta for
’Nations

rer

just
think
of it.
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
with just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

in San Jose: First at Santa Clara
(’Ypress 2-7262

Fall 1
on !
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for

We all make mistakes...

ire
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OH

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORRXSABLE BOND
Don’t meet your Waterloo at the typewriterperfectly

typed papers begin with Corrisable! You can rub out
typing errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. It’s
that simple to erase without a trace on Corrisable. Saves
time, temper, and money!

Your choice of Corrisable in
light, medium, heavy weights and

"r%

Onion Skin in handy 100 sheet packets and 500sheet
tows
boxes. Only Eaton makes

4:44,17Thworocatia:motrel

Corrisable.

new

Ai&

gos, and the Was %tor-keit like a
chant). The conversion attempt
pinpoint passine
Chon Gallegos I was no good.
enabled Coach Bob Titchenars Sani With sw.en minutes left in the
Jose State soartans to bounce! third quarter, Gallegos gave the
back from a disappointing has to I hall to Phil Clifton on the 16, and
Idaho last week to blank the visit- he scored untouched. Gallegtis then
ing Colorado State Hams 14-0 at hit Clifton in the end zone for the,
the stadium Saturday night.
two-point conversion to u’ ins!’’
The Spartans play Stanford next ill scoring for the evenirn,.
Sat urilay.
Gallegos ignited the
t senColorado State totaled more sational play of tlie game if) file
yards iushing and passing than ilist second quarter ss ben he fired a
San Jose. but the Spartan defense shot at Slack Burton who sprintstiffened up every time the Rants ed 65 yards tor is touclidoss
that was called back for illegal
made a scoring gesture.
Gallegos went into the game the procedure. It vtas tlarton’s first
leading collegiate passer in the taste of action after a two -game
country. He picked up 124 yard, layoff due to an injured knee.
wa,
through the nit-lanes against the i Statistically, the
Rams, completing six of 19 at- orado State-dominated. The
..ut-rushed the locals, 192 yai
tempts.
The first Spartan touehdown 117. (’SU had the edge in ’
tin E.5111 (.1 .:TKEY
An Ironclad
’,rise and some

No. 5 Today
Today’s fifth game id the
World Series, weather permitting. %sill Start at 10 a.m. (PST)
at Crosley Field in Cincinnati.
The game will lie broadcast
and telesised nationally.

Red Hickey . .
What’s in Store
For the Rams?
SAN FRANCISCO (UPIISan
Francisco Forty-Niner coach Red
Hickey was the man of mystery
today in regard to his team’s Sunday encounter with the Los Angeles Rams before a packed house
at Kezar stadium.
Would he call the plays’?
Would he repeat the troika attack of alternating his three
quarterbacks? Hickey just gave
an enigmatic sniiie.
Abe Woorlson’s rumored shift to
offense appeared to have been
again postponed for the most pail
Hickey said he would try to work
the Illinois speedster into the offense some of the time, but admitted Woodson would spend most
of the afternoon at defensive hack
against Los Angeles.
Hickey said he would like to
see Woodson join J. 1). Smith in
the tight back slot, but said he
was not ready to make the switch
permanently until rookie Jim
Johnson had proven he was ready
for a defensive backfield post.
Hickey noted that the Forty
NIners were heavy favorites
over the Rams on the basis id
the prospet tors’
p iivt r
Dolt. But he said he’d settle for
a one -point win Sunday.
"This Ram team is filled with
good young players who are improving with every hit of expei
ence they get. I know we’ll ha
a battle on our hands."
Hickey said he’d go with I;
same starting lineup Sunday tt.the exception of guard Mike Nt
gac replacing the injured 1-111,..

The Women’s P. F. department,
in sponsoring a extramural sports
program for all women of the college, is holding a meeting tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the WRA
lounge on the second floor of the
Women’s Gym and Wednesday at
4 p.m. in WG8, for discussion of

extramural compet it ion.
The program is designed to
provitle opportunities for college women who are interested
in a particular sport to participate and commte with other
college women ssho are of c
parable skill," a c lllll mittee ot
president and site
the Wit
president, a pun hi-lit-nit’ and
residence hull representative and
e
arg
The committee, organized t
clarify the position of the colle,
women with regard to the extramural competition. declared. "the
provisions for extramural sports
opportunities should be broad, including such events as sports days,
meets and tournaments."
Archery, badminton, golf, skiing,
swimming, tennis, and volleyball
matches are presently being scheduled for this semester.
,,,,, on participating in the
matches will compete at Stanford university. wan Francisco
state college. the University of
the Pacific and the unisersity
of California as well as at SJS.
Competitors will attend the University of Nevada Winter Carnival, the Vanderbilt Cup races at
Squaw Valley, the Tresidder Ski
Meet at Sugar Bowl, and the
Aquatic Art Workshop at Sacramento.
Sportsdays will be held at Chico
State college and Sacramento
Stale college.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
11111111
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COFFEE

SPARTAN BURGERS

rale*

for

$5.11110

and

itO

Met/trill
*eV

..-11h

6.

I,hrery

cpaPtan ’catch
215 South 4th Street
Across from Science Building
ALWAYS A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE

YOU GET
INCLUDING

I
1

Pitt EXAMINATION Pa
11 sl
that 20ar
ass.

Thousands of clients have
passed through our Turoff
LClinics since our first office
grew to many, in principal
cities. Through the years,
one fact has become firml.
established.
The average man for worn
an/ has plenty of warninc
of approaching baldness
The danger signs include
itchy scalp, excessive dan
druff, excessive hairfall
s Tuna traisol overly dry or oily scalp.
adividsal sasses thinning or bald spots.
Many people actually refuse to face the fact that
ley are getting bald,
keep "putting it off.
This sort of spirit general,,
results in hopeless, "shiny’.
baldness.

Turof f Specialists have
been trained for JUST
ONE JOB ... helping you
get rid of the conditions
causing you to lose your
7 NI -FREQUENCY THERAPY ’rendes stort hair, arid thickening your
ray, to kill buten; aiereasts scalp hair where it is
still pot
metabolism.
sible to do so..

The results? Let’s put it
this way, if accepted for
treatment by us, the client
is amazed and delighted ...
very quickly. We’ll prove it
. . . at no risk to you. Our
guarantee is . .
YOU
MUST SEE RESULTS AND
BE SATISFIED IN JUST
FOUR TREATMENTS or
these four treatments cost
7., idlree you nothing!
,, R0Y.,dereogdl
" In,EntIC..70-,T,NEr11
11, t!,.111
by
leers ’twits are FAST!
The very first step Is to
come in for the FREE examination This reveals if
you are one of the 95
we can help. The 50
OPP"
"hopeless" ones are told
W
..e’v.fe mranadklYe. it easy for you
Your first trial treatment
’.f accepted, and you wish

treatment) is $1.00
DON’T PUT IT OFF! Track
MEDICATION

Tweet

Wm

Mat. laberatery produced mother step
Iii real 0 a arm{ tallIth, .3,14111.

11500
molt

TUROFF

pee

bold

a few minutes of your time
against a lifetime of bald
nnp,,cSee us today or to
night!

net of

Hair & Scalp Clicks

(limed an entreat 20 per cent di..’
Thu, be emi.. about 153 nih,
Far/lenge. (Other rove r ogee with

Cantonal i Loom Snr Spesonsts

sr

am trigs 1

comparable

PITTSFIELD. NAM

ONE COMPLETE 45 MINUTE
HAIR AND SCALP TREATMENT

companies.

Wob Calt(ernis Casually
about VIA Ir. Iii. dtidend.

the

WHEN STARTING YOUR HAIR AND SCALP TREATMENTS
AT THE TUROFF CLINIC

17111514’E

77 Oh l".1.1,
$10. MOW. Prop. rt

,,,,, ore

Ir.4

FOR ONLY 1.00

.1

FON EX AMP? 7.

about

ED’S LAUNDRAMAT
497 N. 13th

(Good Next 7 Days Only)

is

nuitu re

SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
te HAIR DRYER
NEVER TOO CROWDED
REAL FAST SERVICE

Repre

A mottled men. et.
Inlur
7)...age

S. I. TUROFF, DIRECTOR
Turaff Hair & Scalp Clinks
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A defensive 6tandoul for wan
.140.e an, detenrIve ftufety 01411
Walt Hobert.. The 5-1111,
ots
from (
it sopi
batted doh% ti seseral eritical HAM
passes that could hate spelled
disaster tor the .4insrlstn.. Hobert. uI60 contributed it fontatic
pith*. interception with tvsi, min ides left in the first period. a
ilising. fingertip grub on San

IF HAIR
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Accept This
Special Offer!
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SPARTY SAYS!

automobile
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25 year* of age oith the

up
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fiend 1.

134 e. son fernondo
from

import form San Mateo, won the
"Watermelon" run last Friday at
the Spartan Stadium course. Fishhack ran the 4-mile course in
20:52.8.
Danny Murphy, a freshman
miler from Manhattan Beach,
captured second place in 2117.
A total of 22 runners participated in the grueling race, according to track and cross-country
coach Bud Winter. The finishers
split it carload of watermelon, the,
biggest slices going to’ the early
finishers.
Horace Whitehead came in third
in 21:27. Tom Tulle ran 24:30 for
fourth spot, and Charlie Clark,
the American Collegiate record.
holder for the two-mile run, look
fifth in 21:54.

Gallegos Sparks 14-0 Win
Over

Committee Slates
Extramural Events
For SJS Women

CASH REGISTER RECEIPT

california book co., ltd.
Acrus,

Fishback Wins
4-Mile Romp;
Murphy Second

Spartans Bounce Back

Volleyball enthusiasts have until
Friday, Oct. 13 at 4 p.m. to enter
the two-man volleyball tournament. Competition for the tourney
begins Oct. 20.
Unruh pointed out that these
tournaments are open to all students. Entry forms are available
at the intramural office.
All men who have signed up to came on the second of two idenofficiate intramural football games tical play with less than a minmust attend a clinic that will be ute remaining in the first halt
held in the intramural office at Gallegos %witted Oscar Donato],
4 p.m. tomorrow.
Oli the 71- arc’ stripe. hid the big
Students who are interested in
end dropped it. Gallegos tried
the 82 -per -game jolt should confit.’ halite thing on the nest play
tact unroll in the intra ,,,,, ral
and this Oboe it ssorked. The
offWe as soon as possible.
CSI’ defense apparently didn’t
"We would like to obtain an expect the stone tall ’row i..
entire roster of officials so as to - be able to send out assignments
Unruh said, adding that officialing would be much easier th,
season because all the games w,
be played on the eight new fiel,1
across from NIunicio.,1

IF YOU GET A RED * ON YOUR

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION

World Series so far when he
stepped onto the field at Yankee
Stadium Thursday for the first
time since the Yankees sacked
him a year ago.
"I don’t want to cause any
disturbance," Casey kept repeating user anti over again as he
With besieged by a tremendous
trios ii of writers, photographers
and mere vvell-ssishers.
All the players, even Roger
Mans and Mickey Mantle, were
completely forgotten in the general bee-line for Casey.
Stengel never intended it that ’
way, but all the time he was on
’lie field, Ralph Houk, the current
Yankee manager, sat virtually all
alone in the New York dugout.
To make the occasion more
ed up with ion
fitting, Casey sl
emerald -green borsalino hat that
was the surest eye-catcher this
side of Lily Diwhe,
Stengel, naturally, wished Houk
luck and then noticed one of his
particular favorites, Yogi Berra.
Yogi hurried over to him and
the two posed together.
"Do you think the New York
Mets would pay 075,000 for Berra?" some one called out.
"We’d even give a hundred
thousand," he said. "and I’ll make
the down payment right here if
they want."
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Reds More Progressive

Professor Champions
Rights for Women
Since his testiin,aly ti the :,an
Francisco riot trial last year, Dr.
Mervyn L.. Cadwallader. assistant
professor of sociology at San Jose
State, has been regarded a champion of civil liberties. Few people
realize that he is also a champion
of equal working rights for women.
"Jolt opportunities for women in
America have increased during the
past two or three decades," Dr.
Cadwallader said, "but we have a
Ione way to go to catch up with
Russia in this respect."
The sociologist said most professions such as law, medicine and
architecture are closed to American women.
RF:DS MORE PROGRESSIVE
"We don’t find the same pattern of discrimination in the Soviet Union," he said. "There, a
large proportion of the females in
cities are working. Viomen constitute a majority of medical students, and they have no difficulty
getting into many, if not all, of
the major professions, such. as law,
college teaching and the sciences.
"Russian women also have equal
,’i.’’’’.nit’. ii ,h.n

’AAUP Group To Soar
To 50,000, Says Coffey

Art Exhibit
Starts Today

A one-man exhibition of sculpture by David Tolerton will be
shown today through Nov. 3 in the
Art -department’s gallery.
The gallery will be open from 9
a.m. to 4 tim. weekdays and from
1:15 to 5 p.m. Sundays. The sculpseini-skilled jobs, and they hold turer will be present Oct. 18 at
many administrative positions that 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
are closed to women in America."
VARIOUS MEDIA
Dr. Cadwallader said that not
The exhibition includes 12 heads
only has the movement of women
into the job market been much in various media. three wall more rapid in the Soviet Union mounted pieces and five other free
than here, but the same trend standing pieces. Wood, metal, stone
seems to be appearing in Red and essentially welded metal gives
the pieces structure anti (mm.
China.
Tolerton built and operated a
TALENT SHORTAGE
"A modein. progressive, indus- ceramic studio for 10 years, until
trial society needs all the talent he abandoned this to open a sculpIt can produce," he said. "We need ture studio at Big Sur. Since 1960
to train all the people we can he has been living and working
in San Francisco where he inwithout regard to sex.
structs sculpture in the Cillif0M1/1
"Women in our colleges Perform
School of Fine Arts.
better than men." he added. "but
CONTINENT TRAVEL
then we send them off to raise
He has done sculptural commisbabies."
sions for Crown Zellerbach in
Dr. Cadwallader said that his
San Francisco, for IBM center in
own wife worked for a few months San Jose and has
been represented
when they were first married, but in a number of
one-man shows on
that she now devotes full time to the West Coast and
private colleckeeping house. "She’s an old-fash- tions.
ioned girl," he added. "and that’s
the way I like her."

FIRST STREET
REXALL DRUGS
35 So. First St.
Nest to Woolworth’s

We Give S&H Green Stomps
First Nat’l Charge

Bankarnericard
FREE DELIVERY

CY 2-8(101

/TO ALL STUDENTS OF
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE

cording to Sharon Brass:ley, ASR
Homecoming committee chairman.
Bonnie Corbin, head of the queen
contest, said that all campus organizations and living groups wishing to enter candidates in the
Homecoming queen contest may
pick up application blanks in the
activities office, Adm242. Applications may he obtained this week
and must be returned before Oct.
1^.
tiary Rogers, publicity chair.
-,art, has disclosed that plans are
final stages for SJS to be featured on local television station,
KNTV. Nov. 1. The program, featuring campus personalities, will
be presented from 5:3f1 to 6:15
p.m. Interviews, entertainment and
dancing will be included.
Gary Olympia. in charge of halftime activities, reported plans are
rirogressing rapidly for special halftime activities at the game.

CAN YOU USE A
HUNDRED BUCKS?
THAT’S WHAT YOU CAN WIN IN EVERY ONE OF

LATIN AMERICAN
IMPORTS

IT’S EASY! Just pick the ten winning teams, predict the scores -and you’re in the money!

76 W. SAN ANTONIO
SAN

CT 7-4976

SPANISH Magazine & Books
Greeting Cards
Genuine Spanish "BOTA"
Goatskin BeNerage Bags - All Sizes
Complete Selection of Latin-American Records
100 DISCOUNT WITH SJSC STUDENT BODY CARD
76 W. SAN ANTONIO

SAN JOSE

(Ne,), yl.t4ct Sfreef)

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tarr, Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

/ONLY STUDENTS ON THIS CAMPUS
ARE ELIGIBLE!

SECOND CONTEST OCTOBER 21r.
All you have to do is clip the coupons, pick the *inners and predict the scores -then
figure out host you’re going to spend that hundred bucks! It’s easy ... just clip the
coupon below or get an entr> hlzmnl, %%here you buy cigarettes and lill in your predictions of the tcn game scores. Then mail it with an empty Viceroy package or a reasonable rendition of the Viceroy name as it appears on the package front to Viceroy at
the Box Number on the entry blank or drop it in the ballot box conseniently located
on the campus.
Open only to students and faculty members. Enter as many times as you want.
Simply send an empty Viceroy package or reasonable rendition of the Viceroy name
with each entry.
Entries must be postmarked or dropped in the ballot box no later than the
Wednesday midnight before the games and received by noon Friday of the same week
Nest contest will bon games 01 Nosember4-wheayou’llhase another c11.1114.a: to M in.
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Viceroy College Football

HERE ARE THE CONTEST RULES -READ ’EM AND WIN?
ar,

names all ten winning

(Attach Viceroy package or facsimile here)

It can do plenty Here’s why: the Viceroy filter
starts with pure. safe vegetable material, made
into the same straight filter strands as most
good filters.
But here’s the twist: Viceroy weaves those
# tiny strands into the special Deep-weave Filter
. and that’s the filter you can trust to give
you the good taste of
Viceroy’s rich tobacco
blend. The fact is ...

Need girl to share duplex with 2. 24 No,
9th S. $30.
Per Sole
and Area representative full on
’51 Ches... ci,a+. clean, id. tires, 74,000 Campus
part time, for snow & ski party tours.
1251.. CV 7.5412.
Good Commission’, other benefits. Write
R&H, ’wt. rack, Sierra Snow TOWS, 1733 Crane Ave..
MGA 1969, red.
Mt. view. Coll
11600 Call Bob, CV 53237.

11;1\ .///

\,\

CAN DO FOR YOUR TASTE!

bdrm. apt. $105 mo.. including
664 So.. 8th 5,. ES 7-0796.

Tr 00000 SON,
1955 Austin Healey, ercel net cord. Must
re o’haJed. Call Karl at
-vi
Rids wenfold. Arrive State 7:30 Trk.
CV 3.9973.
luau. 4s30 daily, Santa Clara. CH 34401.
.c4t toP fJ1I pwr $1950 341
MIN*Reasoes
St
married ,ouple to share home
v miloage. 6 50.15 si. ply. I; Young
Fo ,
sot’, elderly gentlemen. Must be Protest.
i ant Call CV 44190 after 6 Pim.
! Organ instruction, beg. and intermediate
AN 4.5224 53,00,
Three MOM and bath apt. near rel. (or
’nonionic, er-daa Int low ’etre,.
Yeses
,
rnen. $60 Avail. Oct. 26. CV 4.9451.
7
- -’Guaranteed. Call CV 75279.
approved house with
Room fag man
CNN gam Bo 3 and up. 3 blks. from
p;,aeees. garage. $30 per rno.
SJS. CY 2-0602.ys

HERE ARE ALL THE PRIZES
YOU CAN WIN!
.

And a free carton of Viceroys to every contestant who
teams -REGARDLESS OF THE SCORES!

MCEROY’S DeTrave-I’lltET

Mahe to share apt. 372 No. 4th Si. after
$30.

LOOK!

20 OTHER PRIZES
OF $1042.2 EACH

DON’T SMOKE ANOTHER CIGARETTE
UNTIL YOU LEARN WHAT

Room study, K.P. Older student pre 52 So. I0th. CV 2-1506.

E. lige.

Attorney General Stanley
Mosk a ill he the featured t.peaker at a special luncheon meeting
of the 14015 chapter of the Anwrivan Association of l’nlvcrsity
Professors Oct. 27.
The meeting %sill he held In
the ballroom of the Catholic
Women’s center, Fifth and San
Fernando sts., and is open to
their
faculty members and
guests.
Luncheon will be served at 12
and 12:30 p.m. Mosk %sill speak
ut 12:40 p.m.
Tickets. at $2 enell, MON he
Prot. James (’lark,
ordered f
English department.

"OBJECT OF AFFECTION" is one of 20 pieces in a one-man
exhibition sculpture by David Tolerton to open Monday through
Nov. 3 in the SJS art gallery. The ’gallery will be open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays and 1:15 to 5 p.m. Sundays. Tolerton
is a sculpture instructor in the California School of Fine Arts in
San Francisco, where he has been living since 1960. He has won
three purchase awards and prizes on the West Coast in the last
two years.

"Spardi’s World Tour" was
chosen as theme of the 1961 Home-

JOSE

Jose

Mosk To Speak

Committee Slates
World Tour Theme
Photo Society Cancels
Scheduled Convention For Homecoming
,

Kappa Alpha Mu, photo journalkm fraternity, will not act as host
for the KAM national convention,
said Jerry Ashton, local president
and national vice president. The
reason is that most chapters are
being located on the East Coast,
he said.
The local organization is scheduled for a meeting Tuesday, at 7
p.m. in the journalism photo laboratory.

cilitcati i in anti president of the San
State College chapter.
Founded in 1915 with a chartered membership of 1362 to ad
vance the ideals and standards of
the academic inofession, the ASS.
ciat ion has grown to include 47.000 faculty members in every rank
and discipline.
VOICE OF AUTHORITY
The association has come to la,
recognized as the authoritative
voice in the profession because of
its continuous campaign in defense
of academic standards and in the
promotion of faculty welfare.
lt,is the onlY national organization in the country that exclusively serves the interests of all
teachers and research scholars at
institutions of higher lest fling
INFORMATION FROM PE1.1 SI)
Anyone interested in becoming
a member can contact Dr. Frank
Peluso, Secondary Education a,partment.
Any person who joins the assts.’.
talon prior to Dec. 31 will be at.
milted to membership but will not
have to pay dues until January,
when he will be billed for 1962.

It appears CCElaill I hal with the
fall campaign now irt, full swing,
membership in American Association of University Professors will
soar above the 50,000 mark this
fall.
This is the opinion of Dr. Charles
C. Coffey. associate professor of

tosseee

gen..

Calif.

Dern

Oklahoma
Michioan

Contest open ONl Y TO CTI lOt
Mail before midnight, Oct ht, to

Porde.
St % ANli I Al
,IR.A Mt
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Vernon 10,

OFFICIAL BALLOT BOX AT SPARTAN BOOK STORE

New

York

